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       A hypothesis to start . . . REFERENCES Logic - in particular, modal logic- could be used as a method to guide Barcan (Marcus), R. (1946). 'A Functional Calculus of First Order Based on Strict Implication', The Journal of Symbolic Logic, 11(1): 1-16. doi: 10.2307/2269159 metaphysical enquiry about modality. Williamson, T. (1998). 'Bare Possibilia', Erkenntnis, 48: 257-273. doi: 10.1023/A:10053318198 Williamson, T. (2000). 'Existence and contingency', Proceedings of the . . . and some questions to continue Aristotelian Society, 100(1): 117-139. doi: 10.1111/1467-9264.00069 Williamson, T. (2013). Modal Logic as Metaphysics. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Is there a privileged way to understand metaphysical modality? Which logical Williamson, T. (2015). Barcan Formulas in Second-Order Modal Logic. In Frauchiger, M. (Ed.). Modalities, Identity, Belief and Moral Dilemmas. Themes from Barcan Marcus. Vol. 3 in the series Lauener Library of Analytic Philosophy. Berlin: De Gruyter. system would be the most suitable one to characterize it? Figure 1. Yale University (2021). Ruth Barcan Marcus [Online Image]. Retrieved July 14, 2021 from https://philosophy.yale.edu/special-events/ruth-barcan- marcus-memorial-lecture. Copyright 2021 by Yale University. Figure 2. Yale University (2016). Timothy Williamson [Online Image]. Retrieved July 14, 2021 from https://philosophy.yale.edu/news/timothy-williamson- visiting-professor-philosophy. Copyright by Yale University. THE BARCAN FORMULA MERELY POSSIBLE OBJECTS THE SYSTEM Following Williamson (2000), we can distinguish between a substantival Recently, Williamson (2013) has argued that the modal calculus S5 Ruth Barcan Marcus (1946) Since then, the unnecessitated Figure 1 (axioms N,K,T,4 and E) with model-theoretic semantics is a good sense of existence (S-existence) and a logical one (L-existence). All was the first one to provide a version of the former schema objects L-exist, whereas an object S-exists if and only if it exists in space candidate to characterize metaphysical modality. It displays several advantages, such as: logical calculus that and and time (viz. it is concrete). - Axioms E ( ) and 4 ( ) guarantee that intertwined modality and have been called Barcan Formula Supporting necessitism does not mean to leave definitely the notion of necessity and possibility themselves (viz. modality) are not contingent, quantification. It included as (BF) and Converse Barcan contingency. Objects could be contingently concrete, if they exist what it is a reasonable assumption. substantively, and contingently non-concrete, if not. However, all objects an axiom the following Formula (CBF), respectively (as exist in the logical sense and that it is the reason because their existence - It validates BF and CBF as a theorems and that simplifies a lot the schema: well as their squared versions, is necessary: being necessary it is not being in space and time but the treatment of our logical system, since not doing so would compel us to possibility of being in space and time (Williamson, 1998). We can call adopt a free logic even for the non-modal fragment of our logic (for , and , further considerations, see logical counter-examples to BF and CBF in objects that fail to exist substantively but exist inside the logical space of respectively). possibility as merely possible objects. Thus, a merely possible child of Williamson, 2013). Figure 2 Wittgenstein would be a merely possible object whose existence is - Within a world-possibilist semantics frame, the logically necessary. accessibility relation between possible worlds is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. This means that The appearance of the Formula Barcan and its NECESSITISM VS. the domain between worlds remains constant and that fact simplifies our logic too, in addition to converse highlighted for the very first time the strengthen necessitist theses (there is a single do- CONTINGENTISM connection between modal logic and main where every object -actual or mere possible- necessary L-exists). metaphysics and raised the question about NECESSITISM is the metaphysical thesis that which ontological commitments would SECOND ORDER MODAL LOGIC claims that it is necessary that everything is such involve accepting them as axioms for a that it is necessary that something is identical Second order modal logic illuminates in a special way the debate between contingentism and necessitism, posing hard challenges to the former quantified modal logical system. Let's think one. Metaphysically universal generalization of logic are the structural core of metaphysics, and it is also a desiderata when it comes to modality. with it. In a slogan: ontology is necessary. about the following instance of BF: if it is We are trying to get the best logic we can get, so why to restricted logic to natural properties and relations, for example? In the case of higher-order possible that a child of Wittgenstein had logic, specifically, we need a strong Comprehension Principle with no such restrictions, since a logic with them would be impotent (because we CONTINGENTISM, by contrast, could be wouldn't be able to instantiate its higher-order universal generalization when we need to). Let's be this principle: existed, then there exists a possible child of defined as the metaphysical thesis that rejects Wittgenstein ( ). This necessitism. example shows why the Barcan Formulae suit However, this principle entails that properties have non-contingent being, since it entails ( for the proof, see Williamson, 2013). Therefore, the contingentist have few options to support their thesis: either they dispense with a strong Comprehension well with necessitism, but it comes across to Principle, o either they find a Comprehension Principle compatible with the rejection of Barcan Formulae in first-order (Williamson, 2013; 2015). (Williamson, 2013) be highly counterintuitive. Anyhow, it seems that second order S5 would favor necessitism and would How to deal with contingency, then? provide a good account of metaphysical modality. Violeta Conde, predoctoral fellow in Universidade de Santiago de Compostela. This poster is part of a research supported by the Spanish Ministry of Education through the National Program FPU (grant reference: FPU19/00199) 
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